
pretty by her
production and operations assistant

start date: asap
hiring for: multiple positions

hours: (see below)

- Exceptionally strong attention to detail is required for success in this position
- Experience working in a fast paced environment required
- Strong work ethic
- Strong organizational and time management skills to manage multiple ongoing
   projects with an ability to easily prioritize and jump from task to task
- Strong critical thinking and problem solving skills
- Strong written and verbal communication skills
- Customer service experience and confidence working with people
- Openness to feedback and eagerness to learn
- Comfortable with repetitive tasks
- Positive attitude and sassy sense of humour
- Ability to occasionally lift up to 40-50 pounds

location

qualifications

This job requires the successful candidate to work onsite in the Pretty by Her Production and Fulfillment 
Studio at 180 Shearson Cres Unit 1 in Cambridge Ontario. 

hours
We are hiring for both daytime and weekday as well as evevings and Saturdays.
The hourly commitment of this position will be determined based on the availability of the 
successful candidate(s).

Applicants with between 7 and 40 hours of availability per week are invited to apply.
Please identify your availability within your cover letter.

We are hiring for multiple contract positions for September 2022-January 2023 with the possibility to 
stay on board permanently after January.

Pretty by Her specializes in high quality handmade sweet and sassy products. The Production and 
Operations Assistant will work along side the Pretty by Her team to assist in the daily operations of the 
business. 



This job requires hand on tasks that all team members assist with regardless of position including:
- Wrap and cook mugs, pour candles, move and unload skids, unpack and cross reference supplies, 
package orders for shipment, change garbages, sweep and clean studio etc.
- Must be comfortable on a latter, lifting up to 50lbs (occasionally), moving boxes, unloading skids and 
getting dirty 
- Must contribute positively to the company’s culture and commitment to be an inclusive and anti-racist 
workplace and business

Daily Operations
- Assist in and oversee the day-to-day responsibilities of production and fulfillment
- Produce handmade goods including: mugs, candles and paper products
- Accurately fill orders and pack them for shipment or pickup 
- Oversee and monitor inventory levels
- Use critical thinking skills to continuously problem solve issues that arise and prioritize tasks based on 
most pressing deadlines
- Contact customers promptly as needed relating to questions/problems with orders

Retail Space
- Greet customers and provide an exceptional experience during their in store shopping
- Properly execute Pretty by Her’s POS system when ringing through merchandise
- Manage inventory in retail space, filling gaps when products are sold and moving merchandise around 
as needed to ensure appealing visual merchandising

Opening and Closing
- Complete opening and closing responsibilities of fulfilment studio and retail when needed (shutting 
down computers, closing windows and blinds, double checking that doors are locked, equipment is shut 
down, alarm is set etc.)

duties

compensation
Pretty by Her is committed to providing fair and living wages for all positions. The starting hourly rate
for this position is $17.50 an hour with opportunity to grow within the company. 

all interested applicants are invited to
send their cover letter and resume to

hello@prettybyher.com
by september 7th, 2022

please quote
production and operations assistant

in the email subject line.

pretty by her is an equal opportunity employer.


